
Hockey Offical's Signals 101

Helmet

Mouth  guard 

Neck Guard- optional 

Shoulder Pads 

Elbow Pads 

Gloves 

Hockey pants/Breezers 

Hockey shorts w/Cup 

Shin guards/Knee pads 

Hockey socks 

Skates 

Stick 



Helmet: The right helmet will have good protection, comfort and 

fit. A hockey helmet should fit snug to prevent any shifting and 

maximize protection. Try on different brands of helmets for fit and 

comfort.  With your helmet opened to it’s largest setting gradually 

begin to downsize the helmet until a comfortably snug fit is 

achieved. The helmet should rest on the head so that the rim is 

one finger width above the eyebrow and making contact with the 

top of your head. You can usually go to a helmet brand site and 

they will have a guide for you to follow. 

Mouth guard: There are 3 types to choose from, you can get a 

regular unmolded mouth guard, a boil and bite, or a custom fitting 

mouth guard. Let’s be clear that any mouth guard is better than 

none. It depends on your budget and age of the player. Custom 

fitting, although more expensive, is probably the best for 

protecting the mouth and teeth. 

Neck Guards: These are not required in the US but a very 

important item to have. These will help prevent against a neck 

laceration.  

Shoulder Pads: Shoulder pads have a few different purposes. 

They cover key areas on the upper body including your shoulder, 

collar bone, spine, sternum, ribcage, and bicep. They do this by 

using a combination of mid- and high-density foams, as well as

plastics in some key areas. 



Elbow pads: These work in conjunction with the shoulder pads 

to protect the elbow, upper arm, and forearm area of a player. 

These should be specific for the sport of hockey. The elbow pads 

when sized correctly should cover from just below the shoulder 

pads to the mid forearm. 

Gloves: Gloves are designed to protect the player’s hands from 

contact and the cold.  

Hockey Pants/Breezers: They contain padding in the thigh, 

waist, tailbone and sometimes hamstring area and protect the 

upper legs from contact and falls. 

Hockey shorts/Cup: it is recommended that a protective cup is 

worn and there are integrated shorts and/or long pants for both 

boys and girls which contain the cup and have Velcro patches on 

the legs which hold up the hockey socks. 

Signs that your shoulder pads are too big: 
 -Neckline droops, exposing collar bone 
 -Pulling neckline to one side can expose shoulder through the neck hole 
 -Shoulder caps look droopy, centered on the deltoid muscle rather than      
  the shoulder 
 -Bottom edges of pad extend well past the rib cage 

Signs that your shoulder pads are too small: 
 -Neckline interferes with comfort and mobility of the neck 
 -Top of shoulder caps point directly upwards rather than outwards 
 -Raising arms above head causes shoulder caps to pinch in towards face 
 -Bottom edges of pad leave substantial amount of rib cage exposed



Shin guards/knee pads: Shin guards offer protection for the 

knees and the shins and are made with a hard plastic shell and a 

soft lining. They should extend from the tongue of the skate to 

just above the knee and are held in place using the Velcro straps 

or in some cases hockey tape. 

Hockey Socks: Hockey socks are worn over the shin guards 

and keep the legs warm. They are typically made of a knit 

material. Also, the colors of them are usually associated with the 

team/association they play with. 

Skates: It is important to note that although used skates are 

usually less expensive, they are usually already molded to 

someone else’s foot and can cause pain or other problems in the 

new owner’s feet. 

Sizing- Getting the correct sized skates is very important and often also 
very difficult at the youth level. The combination of not being able to feel 
the child’s toe through the skate and a lack of feedback from the child 
typically leads to a lot of guess work on the part of the adults purchasing 
the skates. Add to that, the fact that most skates run 1 to 1.5 sizes larger 
than US shoe sizes, and you get a lot of kids skating in skates that are 
way too big. A good rule of thumb is to have them try on a skate that is 
one size smaller than their shoes and then adjust up or down from there 
based on how they fit. 
Sharpening-New skates will typically come with no sharp edges and need 
to be sharpened before they can be worn on the ice. One sharpening can 
last up to 10-15 hours of ice time.



Stick: Most beginner skaters (10 and under) will start with a 

youth stick which has a smaller shaft and blade. The stick should 

be cut to a length in which the butt of the stick reaches a players 

nose when standing in shoes, or their chin when in skates. 


